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Abstract – This paper proposes an original and thor-
ough analysis of the behavior of electromagnetic waves
in the presence of moving bodies by using the finite dif-
ference time domain (FDTD) method. Movements are
implemented by changing positions of the objects at each
time step, through the classical FDTD time loop. This
technique is suitable for non-relativistic speeds, thus for
most encountered problems in antennas and propagation
domain. The numerical aspects that need to be consid-
ered are studied. Then, different bodies in motion are
examined: plane wave source with matching resistors,
observation point, inclined partially reflecting surface
(PRS), line source, and metallic cylinder illuminated by
a plane wave. The results are compared with those of
special relativity which are considered as the references.
Some aspects of special relativity are present in the direct
FDTD approach, such as the independence of the veloc-
ity of electromagnetic wave propagation with the speed
of the source and Lorentz local time (with a different
physical interpretation). It is shown that the amplitude
of the electric field for a moving plane wave source does
not increase with the speed of motion, if the impedance
of the source is small. Moreover, for a moving scattering
metallic wire, one can observe a phenomenon similar to
shock waves.

Index Terms – Doppler effect, electromagnetic theory,
FDTD method, numerical analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
The main laws of electromagnetism are contained in

Maxwell’s equations. The finite difference time domain
(FDTD) method is a rigorous and powerful tool for mod-
eling electromagnetic devices. FDTD solves Maxwell’s
equations directly without any physical approximation,
and the maximum problem size is limited only by the
extent of the computing power available. The FDTD
method is based on the discretization of Maxwell’s equa-
tions in time and space domains. Invented in 1966 [1],
it is applied for the first time in 1975 to study the

effect of electromagnetic radiation on human eyes [2].
A microstrip patch antenna is analyzed in time domain
in 1989, by using FDTD [3]. In 1990, the FDTD tech-
nique is used for the first time for microwave circuits [4].
In 1991, an algorithm is proposed to obtain the electro-
magnetic radiation in far field from near field results, in
FDTD code [5]. Today, the FDTD method is used in a
wide range of applications from DC to optics.

The problem of the interaction of electromagnetic
waves with moving bodies has been an important subject
of interest for a long time, due to its wide application in
many domains such as radio sciences, optics, and astro-
physics. Numerous investigations have been carried out
in this area, which is interesting from a practical and the-
oretical point of view.

In the microwave domain, the study of electromag-
netic problems with moving media is useful in many
applications such as radar systems for the detection of
vital signs [6, 7] or time-varying waveguides [8]. Time
varying waveguides have been proposed for design-
ing new RF devices such as magnet-less circulators or
harmonic-free mixers [9-13].

In [14], the authors present a method based on
the concept of propagators for analyzing the reflection
and transmission of obliquely incident electromagnetic
waves by a moving slab. The proposed propagators map
the total field at any point inside the slab to the fields on
the left-hand side boundary of the slab. In [15], Voigt-
Lorentz transformations are used to obtain formulas for
the intensity of the reflected and transmitted waves when
electromagnetic radiation is incident on a moving dielec-
tric slab. In [16], the reflection and transmission of a
plane wave, with its electric vector polarized in the plane
of incidence by a moving dielectric slab, are investigated
theoretically. Two cases of movement are considered:
the dielectric slab moves parallel to the interface, or the
dielectric slab, moves perpendicular to the interface. In
[17], the problem of the propagation of modes along a
moving dielectric interface is considered, using a mov-
ing dielectric slab or a moving dielectric circular cylin-
der. In [18], the reflection of electromagnetic waves from
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a moving dielectric half-space is investigated for parallel
and perpendicular motions of a dielectric medium. The
paper [19] deals with the scattering of electromagnetic
waves from a moving dielectric cylinder illuminated by
a plane wave, by using the three-dimensional finite ele-
ment method (FEM).

The FDTD method has been used by several authors
for analyzing electromagnetic problems with moving
bodies [20-29]. In [22-29], the authors propose a tech-
nique based on the integration Voigt-Lorentz transforma-
tions in FDTD. The main challenges of such an approach
are to implement a relative time in a full-wave simula-
tor and to consider complex problems with, for example,
multiple bodies moving at different speeds.

In this paper, continuing our previous work [30],
we assess the effectiveness of a direct FDTD approach
where the implementation of movements is done by
changing the positions of bodies at each cycle of the
FDTD time loop. With this “brute-force” approach, time
is implicitly absolute, and Voigt-Lorentz transformations
are not implemented. This technique is suitable for non-
relativistic electromagnetic problems with moving bod-
ies, thus for most encountered electromagnetic problems.

The numerical aspects that need to be considered in
the proposed approach are studied in detail. Then, differ-
ent problems are investigated: moving plane wave source
with matching resistors, moving observation point, mov-
ing inclined partially reflecting surface (PRS), moving
line source, and moving metallic cylinder illuminated
by a plane wave. The results, in terms of Doppler fre-
quency shift and changes in amplitude of the electric
field, are compared with those of special relativity, which
are considered as the references. Some aspects of spe-
cial relativity are present in the direct FDTD approach,
such as the independence of the velocity of electromag-
netic wave propagation with the speed of the source and
Lorentz local time (with a different physical interpreta-
tion). Some of the obtained results agree with special
relativity. Other ones are different, but the differences
are negligible for non-relativistic speeds. The results
obtained with our analysis give new physical insights
into the propagation of waves with moving bodies. In
particular, it is shown that the amplitude of the electric
field for a moving plane wave source does not increase
with the speed of motion, if the impedance of the source
is small. Moreover, for a moving scattering metallic wire,
one can observe a phenomenon similar to shock waves.
In the literature, electromagnetic shock waves were ana-
lyzed in different contexts, such as gyromagnetic media
and non-linear transmission lines [31-33].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents numerical aspects that need to be
taken into account. Section III shows the study of the
frequency shift and amplitude variation of the electric

field in time and frequency domains for a moving plane
wave source. A moving observation point is considered
in Section IV. Section V deals with the illumination by a
plane wave of a moving partially reflecting surface (PRS)
with different angles of inclination of the PRS. Problems
with moving line source and moving metallic wire are
considered in Section VI. Concluding remarks are given
in Section VII.

II. ANALYSIS OF THE NUMERICAL
ASPECTS

A. Type of excitation
For better analysis and detection of the frequency

variation due to the Doppler effect, we consider as
the exciting source a windowed sine signal Ei(t) =

Π( f0
N t)sin(2π f0t), presenting a modulated sinusoid

Ei( f ) = N
f0

Sinc( f - f0
N f0

) spectrum, where f0 is the fre-
quency of excitation and N is the number of periods
of sine function considered for simulation. This excita-
tion provides a sharp frequency spectrum and makes fre-
quency identification accurate and simple.

B. Dispersion and stability
For simplicity, in the paper, we consider the same

space mesh in all axes, δx = δy = δz. Due to numerical
dispersion, the phase velocity of the wave changes with
the angle in the computational volume [34]. This effect
decreases by reducing the size of the space mesh. For
example with δx =

λ

40 the maximum of velocity change
is about 0.05% [34].

The dispersion equation and the stability criterion
are the same as those calculated without motion, for the
problems considered in this paper (moving source, mov-
ing observer, and moving scatterers). Different disper-
sion equations and stability criteria would be required
if the field is moved, but this problem is not considered
here. The FDTD dispersion equation for a plane wave
propagating in the x-axis can be written

ω =
2
δt

arcsin
(

cδt

δx
sin

(
kδx

2

))
, (1)

where ω is pulsation frequency, δt is time step, c is
the speed of light in vacuum, and k is the propaga-
tion constant. Figure 1 shows the dispersion diagram for
different values of space mesh. In next subsection, the
propriety of the dispersion diagram is used to make unde-
sirable waves having high frequencies propagate with
lower speed than desirable waves, for better differenti-
ation.

C. Effect of discontinuous motion and its mitigation
Let us consider a plane wave source parallel to zoy

plane and moving in x direction. The plane wave source
is constituted of z-polarized electric current sources. Due
to the discretization in the classical FDTD numerical
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Fig. 1. Numerical dispersion for different values of δx.

method, the source location doesn’t change continu-
ously because it doesn’t move inside a cell. Instead, in
the FDTD code, for a specific value of source motion
speed v, the position of the source is fixed for nδt with
n =

⌊
δx
vδt

⌋
. ⌊.⌋ stands for floor function. δt and δx are

the time step and space mesh. Then, after this time, the
source moves one cell in the desired direction. Figure 2
illustrates the discontinuous movement of the source in
FDTD, the ideal continuous motion, and an approximate
model for the discontinuous movement. Without motion,
the time-domain signal received from a plane wave can
be written

E(t) = exp(- j(kx+ωt)). (2)
As shown Fig. 2, the position of the source can be

approximated by using a sine function
xp(t) = x0 + vt +asin(ωdt), (3)

where a= δx
2 and ωd =

2π

δt

⌊
δx
vδt

⌋ . Because of the additional

term asin(ωdt), the time-domain signal received for the
moving plane wave source can be written

E ′′(t) = E ′(t)exp(- j(kasin(ωdt))), (4)
where E ′(t) is the signal received by observer if the

Fig. 2. Discontinuous movement of plane wave source.

source moves continuously. We can expand (4) by using
the Fourier series

E ′′(t) = E ′(t)
∞

∑
n=-∞

cn exp( jnωdt), (5)

cn =
ωd

2π

∫ π
ωd

- π
ωd

e- j(kasin(ωdt))e- jnωdt dt. (6)

With a change of variable t ′ = ωdt, the coefficients
cn can be written

cn =
1

2π

∫
π

−π

e- j(kasin(t ′))e- jnt ′ dt ′. (7)

By using the definition of the Bessel function of the
first kind, equation (5) can be expressed as

E ′′(t) = E ′(t)
∞

∑
n=-∞

Jn(ka)exp( jnωdt). (8)

This shows that the received signal contains E ′(t) and
other waves that are made from the modulation of E ′(t)
with center frequencies of nωd, n = 1,2, ....

The FDTD simulations confirm our analysis, as
shown in Fig. 3 (a), where the windowed sine signal is
the expected signal for continuous motion, and the high
frequency modulated signal is due to the discontinuous

(a) Using a plane of current sources

(b) Using two layers of current sources

Fig. 3. Observed signal in time domain for a moving
plane wave source in FDTD. Using two layers for the
plane wave source can mitigate the undesirable effects
due to discontinuous motion.
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motion effect. In this figure, we were able to separate
undesirable signals from the expected signal by using the
FDTD dispersion equation such that the waves at higher
frequencies propagate with less speed.

We propose now a technique to mitigate the undesir-
able effects. By using a second layer of current sources
to make the plane wave source, we can show that the dis-
continuous motion adds the term asin(ωdt)+asin(ωdt+
π) = asin(ωdt) - asin(ωdt) = 0. Thus, this method can
suppress the undesirable effects. FDTD simulations, as
shown in Fig. 3 (b), confirm that by using two layers
of current sources, the undesirable effects are mitigated.
The same phenomena have been observed by using a
moving PRS, whose thickness needs to be at least one
cell in order to mitigate the undesirable effects.

D. Space mesh and time step
Because of the discontinuous motion in FDTD, as

illustrated in Fig. 2, the space mesh needs to be suffi-
ciently small to detect the smallest velocity considered
in a problem. The pulsation frequency ωd needs to be
larger than the maximum pulsation frequency consid-
ered, ωmax. Based on empirical analysis,

ωd > 2ωmax. (9)
After simplification, we can show that the following

condition is required:

δx < 0.5
v

fmax
, (10)

where fmax is the maximum frequency considered. From
this equation, if the speed v is decreased, δx must
be decreased. The time step needs also to be reduced
because of the classical stability criterion δt <

δx
c
√

3
.

III. MOVING PLANE WAVE SOURCE
A. Structure and definitions of the analyzed parame-
ters

A plane wave source that is moving in +x̂ direction
toward the observer with speed v, is considered, as shown
in Fig. 4. Mur’s absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs)
[35] are used in boundaries parallel to zoy plane. Perfect

Fig. 4. Plane wave source moving toward the observer.

magnetic conductors (PMCs) and perfect electric con-
ductors (PECs) are used in other boundaries to model an
infinite structure.

E ′
z and Ez, are the electric field components in z-axis

observed by the observation point for a moving source
and for a source at rest, respectively. f ′ is the frequency
of observed signals when the source is moving, and f is
the frequency when the source is at rest. A′

f and A′
t are

the amplitudes of observed signals in the frequency and
time domains, respectively, when the source is moving.
A f and At are the same amplitudes when the source is at
rest.

B. Model of the plane wave source
Figure 5 presents the model of a realistic plane wave

source in FDTD. It is made of z-polarized electric current
sources and resistors with resistance R. A similar model
has been used in [36, 37] for analyzing a Fabry-Perot
cavity excited from its inside.

z

y
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i i
R
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i
R
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i

Fig. 5. Model of a plane wave source used in FDTD.

C. Speed of wave propagation independent of the
speed of the source

By using two observation points, one can measure
the speed of propagation of the plane wave for differ-
ent values of the speed of the plane wave source. It is
confirmed that the speed of wave propagation in FDTD
does not change when the source is moving. This shows
that the direct FDTD method is in agreement with the
following postulate from the special theory of relativ-
ity: “light is always propagated with a definite velocity c
which is independent of the state of motion of the emit-
ting body”[38].

D. Doppler frequency shift and amplitude variation
of electric field in frequency domain

An ideal source with low output impedance (R
is small) is considered. Figure 6 (a) shows the signal
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Simulated results for an ideal plane wave source
moving with speed v toward the observer: (a) Observed
signal in the frequency domain for different values of v

c ,
(b) Doppler frequency shift and amplitude variation of
the observed electric field in frequency domain versus v

c .

observed in the frequency domain at different normal-
ized speeds of motion v

c . From these curves, the changes
of the main frequency and of the amplitude at the main
frequency due to motion are measured, as shown in
Fig. 6 (b), and the curve-fitted results can be written as

f ′

f
=

A f

A′
f
=

1
1- v

c
. (11)

In special relativity, the Doppler effect formula for
the moving source is given by f ′

f = γ-1 1
1- v

c
, where γ =

1√
1-( v

c )
2 . A technique will be proposed later in order to

take into account the relativistic effects.

E. Effect of the impedance of a plane wave source in
motion

The amplitude of the signal in time domain does
not change with the motion of the source if the output
impedance of the source is small, as shown in Fig. 7 (a).

A high-impedance source can be modeled by using
current sources without the resistors. For this case,
Fig. 7 (b) shows that the amplitude of the signal in
time domain increases with the speed of the source.
The simulated results fit with the closed-form expression
A′

t
At

= 1
1- v

c
.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Simulated signal in time domain for plane wave
source moving with speed v toward observer, for differ-
ent values of v

c : (a) Ideal plane wave source, (b) Plane
wave source without resistors.

Based on the analysis presented in this subsection,
it is suggested that previous studies on electromagnetism
with moving objects should be revisited. For example,
Heaviside derived from Maxwell’s equations the electric
field of a moving charge, and he found that the ampli-
tude of this electric field grows without bounds with v

c
[39]. At Heaviside’s time, this effect has been used as
an argument against the possibility for a charge (or any
object) to move at a speed greater than the speed of light.
However, if the charge has a low output impedance, the
amplitude of its electric field should not increase with the
motion, as it has been shown in the present work.

F. Technique for implementing relativistic Doppler
effect for moving source

The relativistic Doppler effect for the moving source
can be obtained in the direct FDTD method, if the signal
of the moving source is modified before its introduction
in the FDTD time loop. This can be done by using the
formula

Ez,source modi f (t) = Ez,source(γ
−1t). (12)

It is worth mentioning that, with the proposed approach,
it is possible to consider multiple sources moving at dif-
ferent relativistic speeds.

IV. MOVING OBSERVATION POINT
A. Structure and definitions of the parameters

Let us consider an observation point moving in -x
direction (toward the source) with the speed v as shown
in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Observation point moving toward a plane wave
source, in normal or oblique direction.

The observer measures E ′
z and Ez, the electric

field component in z-axis for moving observer and for
observer at rest, respectively. We call f ′ the frequency
of observed waves when the observation point is moving
and f the frequency when the observer is at rest. A′

f and
A′

t are the amplitudes of observed waves in the frequency
and time domains, respectively, when observer is mov-
ing. A f and At are the same amplitudes when observer is
at rest.

B. Time domain signal and Lorentz local time
Figure 9 shows the signal received by the observer in

FDTD, in the time domain. One can note that the ampli-
tude of the signal does not change with the motion, i.e,
A′

t
At

= 1. We also observe that

E ′
z(t) = Ez

(
t(1+

v
c
)
)
. (13)

For example, for t = 0.34ns and v/c = 0.6, we have
E ′

z(0.34)=Ez(0.34(1+0.6))=Ez(0.544). This has been
verified for different values of t and for different values
of v/c. Equation (13) can be explained by the fact that
if we replace x with x-vt in the phase of a plane wave
kx-ωt, we obtain k(x-vt) - ωt = kx-ωt(1+ kv/ω) = kx-
ωt(1+v/c), since k/ω = 1/c for a plane wave propagat-
ing in free space.

The parameter t(1±v/c) of (13) has an analogy with
Lorentz “local” time t ′ = t ± xv/c2. Indeed t(1± v/c) =
t ± tv/c = t ± xv/c2. The last calculation is obtained by
replacing the second t with x/c.

The time parameter t ′ in Lorentz transformation is
given by t ′ = γ(t ± xv/c2) [38]. In special relativity, this
parameter t ′, which is often written t ′ = γt(1±v/c), rep-
resents the true time for an observer in a moving frame.
In the direct FDTD program, the term γ is missing, and
the parameter t(1± v/c) represents the Doppler effect in
time domain. Thus, Lorentz local time is present in the
direct FDTD method but with a different physical inter-
pretation.

Fig. 9. Simulated signal in time domain for observation
point moving in normal direction toward -x with speed v,
for different values of v

c .

C. Doppler frequency shift and amplitude of the elec-
tric field in frequency domain

Figure 10 shows the signal received by the observer
in FDTD, in frequency domain. As shown in Fig. 11, the
center frequency and the amplitude in frequency domain
vary according to

f ′

f
=

A f

A′
f
= 1+

v
c
. (14)

In special relativity, the Doppler effect formula for
the moving observer is given by f ′

f = γ(1+ v
c ). Based on

the time domain results in the previous subsection, the
change of amplitude in frequency domain can be under-
stood by the relation F (g(|a|t))= 1

|a|G ( f
|a| ), where F (.)

stands for Fourier transform operator, G ( f ) is Fourier
transform function of a signal g(t), and a is a constant.
In our case a = 1+ v

c .
From Fig. 10, it is interesting to note that∫

|E ′
z( f )|d f =

∫
|Ez( f )|d f = Constant for any

value of v
c .

For motion in +x direction (observer moving away
from the source), in (14), one should replace v with -v
(these cases were validated numerically).

Fig. 10. Simulated signal in frequency domain for obser-
vation point moving with speed v toward -x in normal
direction, for different values of v

c .
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Fig. 11. Simulated Doppler frequency shift and ampli-
tude of the electric field in frequency domain for obser-
vation point moving with speed v toward -x in normal
direction or at 45◦, versus v

c .

D. Motion in oblique direction
We consider now that the observer is moving

obliquely with the angle θ toward the source. The results
are presented in Fig. 11. The changes of the frequency
and of amplitude in frequency domain agree now with

f ′

f
=

A f

A′
f
= 1+

v
c

cosθ . (15)

According to special relativity, we should have f ′
f =

γ(1+ v
c cosθ). Again, the missing γ factor can be omitted

for non-relativistic speeds.

E. Technique for implementing relativistic Doppler
effects for moving observer

The relativistic Doppler effect for the moving
observer can be obtained in the direct FDTD method,
if the observed signal is modified (post-processing), by
using the following formula:

Ez,obs modi f (t) = Ez,obs(γt). (16)

V. MOVING PARTIALLY REFLECTING
SURFACE

A. Straight PRS
A PRS that is parallel to the plane wave source

is moving in -x direction (toward the source), with the
speed v. The observation point is between the source
and the PRS, as shown in Fig. 12. FDTD simulations
(Fig. 13) show that frequency can be written

f ′

f
=

1+ v
c

1- v
c
. (17)

(17) can be understood as the combination of two
Doppler effects: the frequency shift due to an observer
(the PRS) moving toward the source (numerator part)

Fig. 12. Straight PRS moving toward a plane wave
source.

Fig. 13. Simulated Doppler frequency shift for straight
PRS moving in -x direction (toward the source),
versus v

c .

and the frequency shift due to a source (the PRS acts
as a source after diffracting the received field) moving
toward the observer (denominator part). This formula is
well known by radar engineers.

It is interesting to note that special relativity predicts
the same formula (17) for a moving plane reflector with
normal incidence. Thus, the direct FDTD method could
be used for some problems at relativistic speeds.

B. Inclined PRS
The PRS is now inclined with the angle θPRS, and

it is moving in -x direction (toward the source), with the
speed v (Fig. 14). First, it is worth noting that a wave
propagating at an angle θ in a frame moving with the
speed v will be seen in the stationary frame as propagat-
ing at the angle αB, as given by Bradley’s aberration for-
mula [40] (this formula has been validated with FDTD)

αB = arctan
(

sin(θ)
cos(θ)+ v

c

)
. (18)

For inclined PRS, a graphical method can be used
to derive the Doppler effect formula, as illustrated in
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Fig. 14. Inclined PRS moving toward a plane wave
source.

Fig. 15. Graphical method for deriving the frequency of
reflected wave for a moving inclined PRS.

Fig. 15. From this figure, we obtain
f ′

f
=

sin(θPRS)

sin(α1-θPRS)
, (19)

where α1 is the angle of the reflected wave, and it can be
written

α1 = 2arctan
(

tan(θPRS)

1+ v
c

)
. (20)

For a PRS moving in +x direction (away from the
source), the same formula (19) can be obtained, except
that α1 should be replaced by

α2 = π −2arctan
(

tan(θPRS)

1− v
c

)
. (21)

Good agreements are obtained between full-wave simu-
lations and the proposed analytical formulas, as shown in
Fig. 16. Numerical and analytical solutions for α1 and α2
are shown in Fig. 17, where we have also plotted αB (for
θ = 90◦) for comparison. Figure 18 shows how the dif-
ferent angles are measured accurately, with a numerical
protractor.

Equation (19) is novel and simple to apply.
The relativistic formula, which is given by
f ′
f =

1+2 v
c cos(θPRS)+( v

c )
2

1-( v
c )

2 , differs from the direct FDTD
only for θPRS ̸= 0◦ and relativistic speeds.

Fig. 16. Simulated Doppler frequency shift for inclined
PRS moving toward the source, for θPRS = 45◦ and 25◦,
versus v

c .

Fig. 17. Simulated reflection angles for inclined PRS
moving with speed v toward ±x directions, with θPRS =
45◦. Bradley’s aberration angle αB is also plotted for
comparison.

1
4
.6
0
°

PRS moving toward source (v/c=0.3)

75.31°

1

Fig. 18. Illustration of the method used to measure the
angle of reflected wave in FDTD simulations for a mov-
ing inclined PRS, with a numerical protractor. In this
example, the PRS moves toward the source in -x direc-
tion with v

c = 0.3 and θPRS = 45◦. The measured angle
gives α1 which is plotted versus v/c in Fig. 17. One
region part of the computational volume is shown, for
better visualization.
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Fig. 19. Electric field distribution for a line source mov-
ing toward -x direction with v

c = 0.4.

VI. MOVING LINE SOURCE AND
METALLIC WIRE ILLUMINATED BY A

PLANE WAVE
A. Moving line source

We consider a line source made of current sources
and which generates a cylindrical wave when it is at rest.
Figure 19 shows the electric field distribution at a time
instant when the line source is in motion. By measur-
ing the different wavelengths (i.e, distances between con-
secutive maxima) at the different directions, we obtain
results for the Doppler effect that agree with the analysis
of the plane wave source, as shown in Fig. 19.

B. Moving metallic wire illuminated by a plane wave
A metallic wire is moving in -x direction with speed

v, and it is illuminated by a plane wave propagating in
+x direction, with speed c. Figure 20 shows the electric
field distribution at a time instant. Based on the analy-
sis of the wavelengths, the Doppler effect is indicated at
different directions in Fig. 20. These results confirm the
previous analysis on the plane reflector.

In Fig. 20, we can observe the presence of addi-
tional waves, which are highlighted in the back of the
moving metallic wire in a region with triangular shape.
Based on simulations not shown here, the time step and
the cell size have no effect on these additional waves.
We conclude that they are not due to numerical effects,
but they are inherent to Maxwell’s equations. They can
be associated with shock waves, due to their similari-
ties with these types of waves. These waves can also be
observed if the metallic wire moves in a direction perpen-
dicular to the plane wave, as shown in Fig. 21. It should
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Fig. 20. Electric field distribution for a metallic wire
moving toward a plane wave source in -x direction with
v
c = 0.3. The plane wave is propagating in +x direction
with speed c.
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Fig. 21. Electric field distribution for a metallic wire
moving in +y direction with v

c = 0.3, and a plane wave
propagating in +x direction with speed c.

be noted that electromagnetic shock waves have been
already observed in the literature but with other contexts,
such as gyromagnetic media and non-linear transmission
lines [31-33].
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VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a non-relativistic finite dif-

ference time domain method, and we assess the effec-
tiveness of this technique by analyzing electromagnetic
problems with different bodies in motion: plane wave
source, line source, observer, partially reflecting surface
and metallic wire. In the proposed direct FDTD method,
movements are implemented by changing positions of
the objects at different time instants, through the clas-
sical FDTD time loop.

First, the numerical aspects are analyzed thoroughly.
Then, several analytical formulas for the Doppler fre-
quency shifts, amplitudes of electric field and angles
of reflection are derived, validated with full-wave sim-
ulations and compared with relativistic formulas (refer-
ence formulas). These results show that the direct FDTD
method is suitable for non-relativistic speeds.

Furthermore, some aspects of special relativity are
present in the direct FDTD approach, such as the inde-
pendence of the velocity of electromagnetic wave prop-
agation with the speed of the source and Lorentz local
time (with a different physical interpretation). The results
obtained with our analysis give new physical insights
into the propagation of waves with moving bodies. For
instance, it is shown that the amplitude of the electric
field for a moving plane wave source does not increase
with the speed of motion, if the impedance of the source
is small. Moreover, electromagnetic shock waves can be
observed in FDTD simulations of a metallic wire illumi-
nated by a plane wave.

The proposed technique has the advantage of being
simple to implement, and it can be used to con-
sider, for non-relativistic speeds, multiple objects mov-
ing at different speeds, accelerating objects, or rotating
objects.
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